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The generation of T cell receptor (TCR) sequence diversity is

the strength of adaptive immunity, yet is also the Achilles’ heel.

To purge highly self-reactive T cells from the immune system,

generation of diversity has coevolved with a mechanism of

negative selection. Recent studies have revealed new insights

addressing the why and how of negative selection by

examining situations in which negative selection has failed in

human and animals models of autoimmunity. Both thymocyte

extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms are required to restrict

the TCR repertoire to a non-autoreactive set. Negative

selection also ensures that T cells emerge with receptors

that are focussed on the peptide moiety of MHC-peptide

complexes.
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Introduction
The generation of T cell receptor (TCR) sequence

diversity by subunit selection and junctional addition

of nucleotides provides a wide repertoire of T cells, which

are capable of anticipating all manner of pathogenic

entities. Burnet [1] was the first to propose that this same

process would generate ‘forbidden’ clones able to recog-

nize self-antigens, and that deletion of these clones would

be essential to prevent autoimmunity. Experimental evi-

dence demonstrates that self-reactive T cells are indeed

purged from the repertoire during a developmental win-

dow in the thymus [2]. Further studies have demon-

strated that negative selection occurs primarily in the

thymic medulla, via presentation of self-antigen-MHC

complexes on dendritic cells, forcing any thymocytes with

strong reactivity to undergo apoptosis. Recent genetic

dissection of autoimmune diseases has emphasized the

importance this process has in the phenomenon of horror
autotoxicus.
www.sciencedirect.com
This review focuses on the recent advances in under-

standing the importance of negative selection in shaping

the T cell repertoire, and how genetic defects in this

process increase susceptibility to autoimmune disease.

The why of negative selection
The removal of strongly self-reactive T cells has long

been considered the sole purpose of negative selection,

yet a recent study suggests that negative selection may

play a more fundamental role in moulding the T cell

repertoire [3��]. It has been suggested that unmodified

germline TCR sequences have an inherent high affinity

for MHC, with reductions in affinity generated during the

TCR rearrangement processes. Reduction from an origi-

nal high affinity is a more efficient process for producing

TCRs that only recognise MHC presenting specific pep-

tides, compared with chance increase in affinity from a

low germline state. Huseby and colleagues [3��] demon-

strated that by limiting negative selection but leaving

positive selection intact, a repertoire of T cells develops

that is highly cross-reactive for many different peptide-

MHC complexes. This study demonstrates that, after

TCR rearrangement, most T cells display a very high

affinity for MHC, validating the high basal affinity

hypothesis.

It is therefore hypothesized that negative selection is

essential to remove those TCRs with insufficient devia-

tion from the original high affinity for conserved MHC.

Under this new model, the onus is on negative selection

to ‘push down’ affinity, rather than on positive selection to

‘pull up’ affinity. The role of negative selection conse-

quently becomes one of culling the T cells bearing the

default TCR, with unmodified high affinity to MHC.

This leaves only those T cells with TCRs that have a low

enough affinity for MHC that they are only able to bind

with the added help of a specific interaction with a unique

MHC–peptide conformation, thus creating the specificity

of the adaptive immune branch [3��].

Negative selection therefore appears to have two roles —

the first to bias the repertoire towards TCRs that are

specific for a single MHC–peptide complex, and the

second to eliminate undesirable clones with the potential

to drive autoimmunity.

The how of negative selection:
thymocyte-extrinsic factors
A most basic requirement of negative selection is the

thymic expression and presentation of self-antigen to

developing thymocytes. For ubiquitous antigens this

prerequisite presents no difficulty; for ‘organ-specific’
Current Opinion in Immunology 2006, 18:175–183
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antigens, however, it has long been debated whether trace

thymic expression is biologically relevant, with few anti-

gens validated by deletion studies [4].

The importance of thymic peripheral antigen expression

has been emphasized within the past few years through

the study of the rare human disorder autoimmune poly-

endocrinopathy syndrome type 1 (APS-1), which is char-

acterised by a spectrum of autoimmune diseases, caused

by mutations in the AIRE gene [5,6]. A seminal study by

Anderson and colleagues [7] demonstrated that Aire-defi-

cient mice had reduced expression of peripheral antigens

in medullary thymic epithelial cells (mTECs). An esti-

mated �2000–3000 tissue-specific antigens are expressed

in human and murine mTECs, breaking established

anatomical, developmental and sex constraints [8,9]. Of

these,�500 may be Aire-dependent, including the arche-

typical autoantigen insulin [7,9]. For the insulin promo-
Figure 1

Thymocyte-extrinsic pathways required for negative selection. Organ-specif

cells in the thymic medulla (mTECs) in an Aire-dependent manner. Protein a

peptide–MHC complex, induce negative selection of MHC class-I restricted

thymocytes. These antigens are also ‘shared’ with local resident dendritic c

II-restricted thymocytes, and of class I-restricted thymocytes by cross-pres
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ter-driven hen egg lysozyme (HEL) antigen, a reduction

in thymic expression caused by Aire-deficiency is suffi-

cient to allow a dramatic reduction in the efficiency of

negative selection, causing an increase in susceptibility to

autoimmune disease [10��,11] (Figure 1). A recent report

does, however, indicate that the role of Aire may not be as

simple as currently proposed [12�].

Using HEL as a reporter of the insulin promoter, the

expression of antigen in the thymic stroma is both neces-

sary and sufficient for deletion [13], but presentation has

not been investigated. Gallegos and Bevan [14��] have

recently explored this aspect of the process, using the

neo-self antigen ovalbumin under the control of the

insulin promoter. They found that, although mTECs

provide the antigen, thymic dendritic cells are capable

of capturing this antigen and presenting it to both MHC

class I- and II-restricted thymocytes to induce negative
ic antigens, such as insulin, are transcribed by specialized epithelial

ntigens are presented at the cell surface to thymocytes as a

thymocytes, and may also negatively select MHC class II-restricted

ells, and following processing can induce deletion of MHC class

entation of antigen upon MHC class I.

www.sciencedirect.com
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selection. This indirect route of antigen presentation was

in fact required for deletion of MHC class II-restricted

thymocytes [14��] (Figure 1).

A recent study has cautioned against using thymic expres-

sion as the sole indicator of effective negative selection.

Allen and colleagues [15��] used transgenic mouse

systems to investigate tolerance towards the gastric

self-antigen H/Ka. Unlike its partner subunit, H/Kb,

H/Ka is expressed in the thymus, although this expres-

sion is insufficient to cause deletion of H/Ka-reactive

CD4+ T cells. H/Ka-reactive T cells fail to be deleted

even when H/Ka is overexpressed as a transgene, indi-

cating that in this case the limiting factor of negative

selection is not expression. Conversely, transgenic

expression of H/Kb in the thymus induced deletion of

H/Ka-reactive T cells [15��], demonstrating that the

limiting factor is instead the presence of the partner

subunit, known to be essential for stable membrane

insertion of H/Ka [16]. This could indicate the necessity

of the chaperone unit in antigen processing, or, in light of

the Gallegos and Bevan study, could imply that the

absence of a surface complex prevents thymic dendritic

cells from capturing the antigen and mediating deletion

of MHC class II-restricted thymocytes. In either scenario,

for self-antigens with complex biosynthesis pathways,

expression of single subunits alone may not provide

sufficient antigen processing for effective negative selec-

tion.

The how of negative selection:
thymocyte-intrinsic factors
According to the clonal selection theory, an innocuous T

cell repertoire requires elimination of T cells with a high

affinity for self-antigens. It now appears to be likely that

discrimination between high and low affinity TCRs is

achieved by interpretation of TCR signal strength upon

contact with peptide-MHC. Enhanced TCR/CD3 signal-

ling creates a concomitant increase in negative selection,

as characterised by mice deficient in the negative signal-

ling regulators c-Cbl [17] or calcium-modulating ligand

(CAML) [18]. Equally, reduced activity of positive sig-

nalling mediators can impair negative selection. The most

pertinent recent examples include the proximal kinase

zeta-chain-associated protein 70 (ZAP-70) and down-

stream substrates linker for activation of T cells (LAT)

and SH2-domain-containing leukocyte protein of 76 kDa

(SLP-76). Male HY-TCR transgenic mice show reduced

levels of negative selection when combined with variants

of ZAP-70 or LAT [19�,20], and the same appears to be

true of a SLP-76 variant in the context of superantigen-

mediated deletion (OM Siggs et al., unpublished).

As all of these variants affect both positive and negative

selection, one would expect signal bifurcation to occur

downstream of the proximal TCR signalling complex.

Yet, when confronted with a peptide-MHC complex, how
www.sciencedirect.com
can a single receptor differentiate between high and low

affinity ligands? One explanation is that the TCR itself is

the signal ‘discriminator’. Engagement of the TCR/CD3

complex has been shown to reveal a proline-rich motif in

CD3e. However, both positive selection and negative

selection ligands induce the same conformational altera-

tion [21], thus signal bifurcation does not appear to occur

at the level of conformation change. The most likely

model is that TCR-induced signalling kinetics are differ-

entially interpreted by molecules downstream of the

TCR, resulting in positive or negative selection.

A well-established point at which positive and negative

selection signals can segregate is at the level of extra-

cellular signal-related kinase (ERK) and Jun amino-term-

inal kinase (JNK) or p38 activation (Figure 2). Selective

disruption of calcineurin and ERK activity specifically

affects positive selection [22�], whereas inhibition of JNK

and p38 phosphorylation can uniquely impair negative

selection [23]. The observation by Gong et al. [23] that

ERK has a lower activation threshold than either JNK or

p38 could therefore account for the distinction of positive

and negative selection signals on the basis of signal

intensity.

But what is causing these differential activation kinetics?

It may simply be that high affinity ligands engage more

TCRs simultaneously, or engage the same number for a

longer period of time. Prolonged engagement might allow

the completion of a unique sequence of biochemical

events [24], or recruitment of unique signalling mole-

cules. Strong evidence in favour of the latter has come

recently from the Cantor group [25��], implicating the

kinase misshapen NIKs-related kinase (MINK) in such a

unique complex. Deficiency of the kinase MINK com-

promises negative selection, but not positive selection,

with a reduction in phosphorylation of JNK and not ERK.

How does death occur?
Regardless of the mechanism, the strong negative selec-

tion signal will at some point activate a biochemical

pathway distinct from positive selection, and culminate

in thymocyte apoptosis. Key effector molecules in this

process are the Bcl-2 family members Bim, Bax and Bak.

Deficiency of Bim [26], or combined deficiency of Bax

and Bak [27], can cripple negative selection. As apoptosis

induced by Bim overexpression requires Bax and Bak, it

implies that Bax and Bak function downstream of, or in

collaboration with, Bim [28,29]. Another critical effector is

the nuclear receptor Nur77 [30]; although the primary

pro-apoptotic function of Nur77 seems to be at the

transcriptional level [31], the recently described interac-

tion of Nur77 with Bcl-2 may also be a contributing factor

[32].

Precisely how these proteins are activated to initiate

thymocyte apoptosis is beginning to be understood,
Current Opinion in Immunology 2006, 18:175–183
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Figure 2

Thymocyte-intrinsic pathways required for negative selection. Upon binding of high-affinity peptide–MHC ligand, self-reactive TCRs propagate

a signal through the ZAP-70 kinase, which in turn activates several downstream adaptor proteins including LAT and SLP-76. The outcome of

this proximal signal is a transient burst of ERK activation, along with activation of JNK and p38. Through a process which may or may not require

ERK, JNK or p38, activated PKD phosphorylates HDAC7, causing its nuclear exclusion and triggering transcription of nur77 by the MEF2D

transcription factor. HDAC exclusion and transcriptional derepression may also occur at the Bim locus via the E2F1 transcription factor.

Nur77 may exert its proapoptotic effects through transcriptional modifications, or by interaction with the Bcl-2 protein. Bim acts in concert

with Bax and Bak to disrupt mitochondrial stability. Both Nur77 and Bim may be further regulated by post-translational modifications. Dotted

lines represent speculative interactions. The TCR–CD3 complex is shown in purple, kinases in light blue, and proximal signal transducers in grey.
and might involve the remodelling of chromatin at key

genetic loci, enabling transcription of apoptotic media-

tors. TCR-mediated signals promote nuclear exclusion of
Current Opinion in Immunology 2006, 18:175–183
the histone deacetylase HDAC7, which would otherwise

inhibit the activity of the transcription factor myocyte

enhancer factor 2D (MEF2D) on the nur77 promoter
www.sciencedirect.com
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[33,34]. This nuclear exclusion of HDAC7 is mediated by

protein kinase D (PKD) and is independent of calcium

signalling [35�]. The redundancy of calcium signalling is

consistent with recent findings that the calcineurin path-

way is not required for negative selection [22�].

Another study implicated HDAC activity in the regula-

tion of Bim expression [36�]. The transcription factor

E2F1, which is required for negative selection [37], is

recruited to the Bim promoter by HDAC inhibition,

leading to enhanced Bim expression and Bim-dependent

cell death [36�]. One could imagine a scenario in which

strong TCR signals inhibit HDAC function by activating

kinases such as PKD, leading to the alteration of chro-

matin structure, enabling the activation of MEF2D and

E2F1 transcription factors and culminating in the expres-

sion of proapoptotic molecules including Bim and Nur77

(Figure 2). Simultaneously, TCR signalling might con-

tribute to the post-translational activation of apoptotic

effectors, antagonising inhibitory modifications such as

phosphorylation of Bim [38] or Nur77 [39,40], to initiate

the apoptotic response (Figure 2).

Defective negative selection in the NOD
mouse
Over the past year several new insights into negative

selection have come from the dissection of negative

selection in the non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse.

NOD mice have a general susceptibility to autoimmu-

nity, with a thymocyte-intrinsic defect in MHC class II-

[41,42] and class I-restricted negative selection [43�].
Research in our laboratory indicates a general quantita-

tive (�10-fold) decrease in negative selection efficiency,

which is not limited to membrane-bound or soluble

proteins, organ-specific or systemic promoters, or to spe-

cific thymocyte developmental stages [44��].

One possibility for the NOD defect in negative selection

is a reduced efficiency of TCR signalling in NOD thy-

mocytes [45], similar to the ZAP-70, LAT and SLP-76
mutants described earlier. Alternatively, the defect in

negative selection could be due to a specific lesion in

the apoptotic pathway, explaining the reduced response

of NOD T cells to various apoptotic stimuli, for example

dexamethasone [46]. Transcriptional analysis favours the

negative selection-specific model over the broad TCR

signalling model. TCR signalling appears to be largely

intact, with normally responsive calcineurin and ERK

pathways in NOD thymocytes [44��], whereas negative

selection-specific changes, such as expression of apoptotic

mediators nur77 and bim, are reduced [44��,47��]. The

NOD defect is thus likely to occur downstream of the

positive selection/negative selection partition.

Further understanding of the molecular mechanism may

ensue through analysis of the genetics of the NOD defect.

Currently, two studies have taken different approaches to
www.sciencedirect.com
this problem and show contrasting results. An in vivo
defect in thymocyte negative selection mapped in a

backcross to NOD as a recessive trait weakly linked to

six loci that have all previously been associated with

diabetes susceptibility (including Idd5 and Idd13, but

not Idd3) [44��]. The polarity for defective deletion

and diabetes susceptibility were perfectly concordant,

such that the diabetes susceptible allele was also the

defective thymic deletion allele at each locus, regardless

of whether the susceptible allele originated from the

NOD or B10 strain. The backcross strategy used in vivo
would nevertheless be unable to detect any dominant

NOD-derived alleles associated with defective negative

selection. By contrast, dominant NOD-derived defects in

thymocyte death in vitro were identified in an intercross,

and these were strongly linked to Idd5 and Idd3 [47��]. In

the in vivo thymocyte negative selection model used in

our studies [44��], Idd3/5 congenic NOD mice have no

protection from the defect in negative selection (A Liston

et al., unpublished), and the trait is recessive even when

self-antigen is expressed at very high levels in the thymus

(A Liston et al., unpublished). Genetic analysis in a third

system and generation of congenics able to correct the

trait are likely to be required to resolve this discrepancy.

Linkage of negative selection defects to
autoimmunity
Genetic defects in thymocyte-intrinsic negative selection

can occur in two disparate forms: first, defects in negative

selection-specific pathway components; and second,

defects in common TCR signalling pathway components.

It is intuitive that defects in negative selection-specific

pathway components could result in enhanced suscept-

ibility to autoimmune disease, with an increased repre-

sentation of autoreactive clones in the peripheral

repertoire. However, it is less intuitive that a defect in

common TCR-signalling pathway components could be

linked to disease, as the successful generation of tolerance

indicates that the signalling threshold for negative selec-

tion in the thymus is at least equivalent to the signalling

threshold for activation in the periphery. Thus, defects in

common signalling machinery could be expected to

remain ‘susceptibility neutral’, with reduced negative

selection balanced by reduced peripheral activation

(Figure 3a). This assumption, however, does not take

into consideration the differential evolutionary pressure

placed upon thymic and peripheral antigen expression,

whereby evolutionary pressure requires sufficient tolero-

genic levels in the thymus and functional levels in the

periphery.

In the case of organ-specific antigens, thymic expression

is generally extremely low. The thymic level for insulin is

low enough to be a limiting factor for negative selection

[10��,48,49], and a �twofold decrease in expression is

sufficient to increase susceptibility to autoimmunity

[10��,50,51]. By contrast, the requirement of physiological
Current Opinion in Immunology 2006, 18:175–183
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Figure 3

Model for the association of TCR signalling mutants with autoimmunity. A self-reactive TCR of a given affinity is capable of relaying 100 arbitrary

units of signalling when saturated with cognate ligand, where it is assumed that 50 units of signalling is sufficient for thymic negative selection

or peripheral activation. Thymic and peripheral signalling capacities are given for a range of signalling mutants, from 100 (wild-type) to 0

(null mutant), although mutants exist with signalling capacities beyond 100 (e.g. c-Cbl or CAML-deficient T cells). (a) In conditions where ligand

is not rate-limiting, wild-type self-reactive T cells will be deleted with high efficiency, avoiding the strong activation these cells are capable

of in the periphery. Slight decreases in signalling capacity will still allow both negative selection and peripheral activation, while large decreases

in signalling capacity will block negative selection, but also prevent peripheral activation. (b) In conditions in which ligand is expressed in the

thymus at levels sufficient for negative selection (rate-limiting), but peripheral ligand is present at high functional levels (non rate-limiting), the

potential for autoimmunity appears. In this situation, wild-type thymocytes would still undergo negative selection, precluding their peripheral

activation. Moderate reductions in signalling, however, enable thymocytes to escape negative selection, in spite of their capability to be activated

by high peripheral antigen levels (shaded area). More severe reductions in signalling prevent both negative selection and peripheral activation.
function means that peripheral expression may be many

orders of magnitude higher. For this subset of antigens it

is conceivable that a minor reduction in TCR signalling

capacity could prevent negative selection, yet still allow

peripheral activation (Figure 3b). We therefore predict

that defects in both negative selection-specific pathways
Current Opinion in Immunology 2006, 18:175–183
and common TCR signalling pathways are associated

with autoimmune disease.

Conclusions
Recent results linking defects in negative selection to

autoimmunity have emphasized the importance of this
www.sciencedirect.com
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pathway in the suppression of autoimmunity. The dis-

section of the underlying genetic and cellular defects of

APS-1 have demonstrated that defects in the thymocyte-

extrinsic pathways of negative selection are capable of

causing severe autoimmune disease. New evidence indi-

cates that the Aire-dependent pathway is even more

fragile than previously appreciated, and that even subtle

modification of thymic antigen expression may dramati-

cally increase susceptibility to autoimmune disease. In a

similar manner, research on the autoimmune-prone NOD

mouse has demonstrated a link between thymocyte-

intrinsic defects in negative selection and susceptibility

to autoimmunity. It is currently unknown if similar

defects exist in the human population, due to the diffi-

culty of measuring the efficiency of negative selection in a

polygenic repertoire. A recent report, however, suggests a

method to screen for negative selection defects in

humans, using a similar negative selection model to that

originally used to prove negative selection in mice [52�]. A

comprehensive screen of the human population, particu-

larly autoimmune patients, would enable a determination

of the role of thymocyte-intrinsic genetic lesions of nega-

tive selection in susceptibility to autoimmune disorders.
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